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Blockchain is transforming business. What's your strategy? Forward-thinking organizations

such as the Australian Stock Exchange, Equinor, the City of Austin, and dozens of others are

exploring how blockchain can transform the way they create and seek value. Whether to

streamline multi-party processes, create and trade new assets, or leverage artificial intelligence

and the Internet of Things, blockchain enables entirely new business opportunities.This is just

the start. As blockchain is more widely adopted, it has the potential to radically reinvent the way

companies and societies operate, as radical a paradigm shift as happened with the launch of

the internet.The Real Business of Blockchain is one of the first books on this transformative

technology written for business leaders. Authors David Furlonger and Christophe Uzureau--

both of Gartner, the world-renowned research and advisory company--will help you:Assess

how blockchain will impact your business by cutting through the hype and finding the real

storyExplore the value proposition that blockchain technologies offerMake smart near- and mid-

term investments in your blockchain strategyPosition you and your organization in a new

competitive landscape in the futureTimely, visionary, and practical, The Real Business of

Blockchain cuts through the hype and helps you unlock the vast potential of this transformative

and potentially world-changing technology.
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for The Real Business of Blockchain:"I don't care who you are, you simply cannot grasp the full

potential of blockchain without reading this book. The authors take you on an educational

journey, from the painfully complex to the embarrassingly simple." -- John Geyer, CEO, MetLife

Digital Ventures"Blockchain has the potential to ignite major structural change across the asset

management and asset servicing industry. This book, The Real Business of Blockchain, offers

business leaders a pragmatic and insightful assessment as to how digital assets can be

harnessed for enterprise and broader market benefits. It is essential reading for industry



practitioners." -- Pete Cherecwich, President, Corporate & Institutional Services, Northern Trust

Corporation"Blockchain is here, with the promise to transform supply chains along with

customer expectations of safety, transparency, and cost. Beyond highlighting efficiency gains,

the authors provide a clear road map for leaders to future-proof their businesses. Don't wait to

take part." -- Julia Anderson, Global CIO, Smithfield Foods"The internet, the cloud, and big

data have defined today's digital business environment. After reading this book, executives will

not be able to ignore how blockchain will transform their enterprises and their industries. The

authors' insights will better prepare business leaders for a new digital future." -- Henry Chen,

Chairman and CEO, Chinasoft International--This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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marked the tenth anniversary of the first blockchain transaction. Within days of that inaugural

transaction, we started having conversations with business executives about the potential of

blockchain to create digital opportunities. Those conversations number by now in the

thousands. We have also heard hundreds of technology providers promote their view of the

technology. Those interactions made clear to us that senior executives like you face difficult

choices.Those among you who are just starting to explore blockchain may feel that the

technology is so specialized and complex that it belongs in the domain of technology

specialists. You might struggle to see how it is relevant to you and your business function, and

thus see little incentive to move from a position of observation to one of experimentation.

Others among you may be blockchain veterans, sold years ago on the technology and its

promise for bringing about world peace and abolishing hunger. You may feel disappointed that,

ten years later, those promises have not been realized.Whatever your level of experience with

this disruptive technology, understand that blockchain’s promise of providing a way to do

business with anyone or anything in the world at any transaction size and without an

intermediary between you is as powerful as ever. The question is not if the technology will

deliver, but when, and what role do you play in making sure its promise is realized?

Furthermore, business leaders like you must ask yourselves whether you’re ready to accept

and adopt the changes that blockchain will require of your organization. And are these changes

worth the returns?The answers to these questions are far easier to come by with accurate,

ground-level, unbiased, and business-oriented information on what blockchain is and what

makes it powerful. You need to understand where it can accelerate your digital transformation,

how it interacts with other technology platforms in your enterprise, and how it could affect

organizational and societal constructs. You need a reliable road map for tracking the evolution

of blockchain and planning how you can capitalize on it.We wrote this book to provide you with

that information, along with the insight you need to capitalize on this world-changing



technology. We define blockchain in the clearest business terms possible and describe what it

enables you to do that is not possible today. From that foundation, we give you the strategic

tools, vision, and confidence you’ll need to make sound and timely decisions for yourself and

your organization.These decisions will reverberate outside the walls of your business, since

blockchain, by definition, is not contained within an enterprise or ecosystem. How you apply

the technology has implications for society and the future role of technology in the human

experience, in the expansion of financial enfranchisement, and on issues of trust, identity,

privacy, value, and democratization.In short, we wrote this book for business executives and

policy makers to assist them as they cut through the hype and focus on the core value

propositions that blockchain may unlock, and what it will take to succeed.CHAPTER 1THE

REAL BUSINESS OF BLOCKCHAINOn a recent flight to Dubai, David sat next to the CEO

and chairman of a European company investing in blockchain. Over the eight hours, the CEO

talked about transforming his family’s business from its twentieth-century origins as an

industrial extractive company into a real estate developer, and then diversifying into cloud

computing and now blockchain. This classic tale of creative destruction executed from inside

an organization would seem, on the surface, the least likely move for a company like his, given

its old money and old-world history.That’s how it happens with blockchain. It has captured the

business imagination. Many see it as the solution for bringing trust and transparency to digital

environments. In doing so, it could expand trade, enable new markets, and provide better tools

to manage expensive, opaque processes that cost firms millions of dollars. This promise has

made blockchain one of the most popular subjects among clients at Gartner, the global

research and advisory firm where both of us work.Companies in industries as diverse as

finance, sports, health care, retail, oil and gas, and pharma are engaging in a wave of

blockchain experiments. They’re hoping to solve intractable issues such as counterfeiting and

fraud, inefficiencies caused by opaque or manual processes, and perennial challenges with

data quality and data management. Startups are also developing solutions, for example, to

innovate movie financing, social media engagement, hospitality, and the gaming industry.Here

are just a few organizations that we spoke with while researching this book:The Australian

Stock Exchange (ASX) and the Depository Trust and Clearing Corporation (DTCC) are

developing blockchain platforms to modernize the mechanisms used for asset clearing and

settlement.Taipei Medical University Hospital is developing a blockchain solution to facilitate

cross-organizational access to patient records, with the patient’s consent.The Union of

European Football Associations (UEFA), organizer of the Champions League and Euro football

tournaments, is working with IT solution provider ELCA to develop a blockchain solution to

prevent fraud and price gouging—major problems with tickets sold on the secondary market—

and to maintain security oversight at tournament venues.Volkswagen and Renault are

separately using blockchain to create an immutable “passport” that captures vehicle history

and maintenance records to prevent odometer tampering and other costly forms of fraud.The

city of Austin, Texas, is creating an ID system to help homeless people access medical care

and other services.Expectations for blockchain are well founded. With our colleagues at

Gartner, we have estimated that blockchain could generate as much as $3.1 trillion in new

business value by 2030, half of it by 2025 with applications designed for operational

improvement.1Yet these returns will not come for free. One of our aims with this book is to

substantiate the claims made for blockchain, clarify what is real and what isn’t, and help you as

a business leader understand what you will have to do to secure your share of the value. With

that in mind, we want to emphasize that the way enterprises are talking about and using

blockchain today is just an initial step. Beyond operational improvements and increased



efficiency, fully mature blockchain solutions will allow you to reengineer business relationships,

monetize illiquid assets, and redistribute existing data and value flows in ways that could

reinvent how your business engages in a digital world. That is the real business of

blockchain.To describe how you can begin to unlock your share of that value, we will first clarify

what blockchain is and what it enables you to do that can’t be done with other

technologies.THE FIVE CORE ELEMENTS OF BLOCKCHAINFormally, blockchain is a digital

mechanism to create a distributed digital ledger on which two or more participants in a peer-to-

peer network can exchange information and assets directly without the need for a trusted

intermediary. The blockchain authenticates the participants and validates that they own the

assets they want to exchange and that the transaction can take place. The blockchain records

the information pertaining to the transaction on a digital ledger, a copy of which is

independently held and updated by each participant in the network. Records are

unchangeable, time-stamped, encrypted, and linked to each other in blocks; each block is a

cluster of about two thousand transaction records grouped together.2 The ledger grows as

participants transact.3But informally, what does that definition mean? It means you can

theoretically do business with an unknown partner located anywhere on the planet and trade

any asset at any transaction size and not need a lawyer, a bank, an insurance company, or any

other intermediary making sure both of you follow through on what you’ve promised to do.

Such a solution vastly expands the range of assets that a business could trade. The

arrangement also greatly increases who or what a business could directly trade with, without

needing a third party (which would take a piece of the value).Blockchain combines existing

technologies and techniques into a novel architecture composed of five elements (figure

1-1):4Distribution. Blockchain participants are located at a physical remove from each other

and are connected on a network. Each participant operating a full node maintains a complete

copy of the ledger, which updates with new transactions as they occur. Nodes are the

machines owned or used by participants and equipped to run the consensus algorithm

described below.5 Any participant can review any part of the ledger but cannot change it

except under prescribed circumstances.Encryption. Blockchain uses technologies such as

public and private keys to record the data in the blocks securely and semi-anonymously

(participants have pseudonyms). The participants can control their personal identity and other

information and share only what they need to in a transaction.6Immutability. Completed

transactions are cryptographically signed, time-stamped, and sequentially added to the ledger.

Records cannot be corrupted or otherwise changed unless the participants agree on the need

to do so. Such an agreement is known as a fork.7Tokenization. Transactions and other

interactions on a blockchain involve the secure exchange of value. The value comes in the form

of tokens.8 Digital markets can function more effectively with tokens and need to create them

(tokenization) for various reasons. Tokens might function as digital representations of physical

assets, as a reward mechanism to incentivize network participants, or to enable the creation

and exchange of new forms of value. They also allow private and corporate participants to

control their data.Decentralization. Both network information and the rules for how the network

operates are maintained by multiple computers, or nodes, on the distributed network. In

practice, decentralization means that no single entity controls all the computers or the

information or dictates the rules. Every node maintains an identical encrypted copy of the

network record. A consensus mechanism operated by each full node verifies and approves

transactions.a This decentralized, consensus-driven structure removes the need for

governance by a central authority and acts as a fail-safe against fraud and bad

transactions.FIGURE 1-1The five elements of blockchainTogether, these five core elements of



blockchain allow two or more participants who don’t know each other to safely interact in a

digital environment. Our insistence on all five elements is not semantics. When a blockchain is

missing one or more of these elements, its value is limited or even negated.There are,

however, opposing views on this subject. New technology often goes through a period when

opportunistic actors try to define the market in ambiguous or self-serving ways. The use of the

word “database” to describe blockchain is an example of this. Blockchain isn’t a database.

Although vendors sometimes falsely describe it as one, the mechanism has several key

differences. For instance, unlike databases, blockchain is not a general store for information.

Moreover, blockchain is immutable; it is not read, written, deleted, and changed the way that

databases are. Most importantly, while a database can be distributed to various parties, only

one central administrator controls it. In blockchain, administration is through consensus.9

Central control is contradictory to the very idea of blockchain.We see misleading language in

other contexts as well. There is rampant “blockchain washing” by vendors trying to sell

packages or services that use some blockchain-enabling technologies and only a subset of

blockchain’s design elements. Likewise, some tech-savvy companies are implementing

solutions they are calling “blockchain,” and then requiring supply-chain partners to integrate

with them as a way to embed these partners deeper into their ecosystem.Then there is the

simple reality that blockchain is immature and organizations don’t know how to use or extract

value from it yet. Many are therefore experimenting with only the elements they understand

and have the skills to manage. Consequently, most of the so-called blockchain solutions

currently in development, a few of which we listed at the start of this chapter, use only some of

the five elements of blockchain. The companies may not have even needed blockchain to

achieve the same ends. According to our research, traditional data architecture could have

done as well as, or better than, blockchain in 85 percent of these projects.HOW BLOCKCHAIN

UNLOCKS VALUE FOR YOUR BUSINESSWe cannot overstate the amount of new

commercial activity that blockchain could enable. To get a sense of the opportunity, consider

the amount of data produced today by mobile devices, GPS, internet of things (IoT) sensors

placed in physical environments, and dozens of other enabling devices that are rendering both

digital and physical assets visible to networked environments. Almost unfathomable, this

network of devices captures more than 2.5 quintillion bytes of data created daily.10 Leaders

like you want to monetize these new data assets for your company and trade them with willing

buyers.But the centralized infrastructure you rely on to execute commercial transactions and

manage risk—payments systems, insurance, delivery and logistics services, and legal contracts

—was not designed to handle the kinds of machine-to-machine transactions possible today

with digital or digitalized assets. Digital transactions don’t have a minimum size the way

transactions do in the analog world. Units of data, cryptocurrency, reward points, and pieces of

an asset (as opposed to the whole) are just a few new forms of value that digitalization makes

tradable in single units. Individually, the units could be worth less than $0.01, but they can be

traded by the millions or trillions. The burgeoning trade in these digital assets is big business,

exploding as we write this book. Ebook Tops has a patent for a streaming data marketplace.11

Digital industries like gaming are embracing microtransactions for in-game purchases. And new

markets are forming daily to trade data, single watts of energy, carbon credits, and other

digitally represented assets. The cryptocurrency and initial coin offerings (ICO) craze that took

hold in 2017—followed by a deep crash and movements toward regulation—has not curtailed

the enthusiasm to experiment with finance. This enthusiasm points to the mainstreaming of

token-driven business models that are enabled by a blockchain to finance and capture digital

opportunities.Traditional centralized mechanisms for establishing trust, identity, and payment



were not built to autonomously handle these microtransactions by the trillions in a distributed

machine-centric environment—and they can’t handle them, certainly not securely and

efficiently. Businesses need a different way to deal with new digital assets and interactions

without involving an intermediary that can collect data on every party in the transaction and

take a piece of the value. You need blockchain.Blockchain can also redirect existing value

flows. It does this by reducing control over four business currencies by central market powers—

including large multinational corporations, digital platforms, and large intermediaries. The

business currencies are: data, access, technology, and contracts. We revisit them at various

points throughout this book. Suffice it to say for now that data is the anchor currency because

of how customers leave behind a data trail, like Hansel and his breadcrumbs. Powerful market

intermediaries such as large retailers, financial services firms, government agencies, and

digital platforms can pick up this data essentially for free and analyze it to improve user

experiences and to drive product development. Organizations that can capture plenty of data at

very low cost and analyze it thus have an advantage over others in the value chain.Blockchain

starts to break that advantage by redacting the data trail. Instead of leaving data behind as you

search and interact with a person or an organization, the data related to both you and the other

parties on a blockchain can, under specific design conditions, be kept under participant control

and shared as needed for a transaction. This shift in control prevents a central actor from

capturing an outsize share of value and ushering it off-chain or using undue influence to nudge

customer behaviors in particular directions. In this way, blockchain also reopens existing

markets to new competition.GOING BEYOND THE HYPEThe potential to create new value

and unlock existing value flows makes blockchain one of the most revolutionary technologies

available today. But in its current state, blockchain is, from an enterprise perspective, still young

and evolving. It has yet to prove itself in a hardened business context, and some of its elements

—decentralization and tokenization, in particular—are radical enough to make many business

leaders pause. More sophisticated application will come through experimentation and ongoing

maturation of the technology and the businesses that use it.In the meantime, a great deal of

contradictory information is floating around the market. On the one hand, many observers

applaud blockchain as the solution to an impossible range of problems. On the other hand, we

hear anecdotes about enterprises that launched blockchain pilots but couldn’t convert them

into operational deployments, resulting in limited cost savings or value. Combine unrealistic

expectations and real-world disappointments with the cryptocurrency crash of 2018, and you

get what we have been predicting since at least 2016. In Gartner lingo, blockchain is moving

toward the “trough of disillusionment” or, more colloquially, the blockchain winter.12It is normal

for technologies at blockchain’s stage of evolution to be touted for a period of time and then

experience a near-complete backlash during which people dismiss the high expectations as

hype, resulting in the slide into the trough. The backlash can be especially strong for

technologies with the potential to solve a wide range of complex problems or create vast

amounts of value. We saw a similar dip in enthusiasm with the dot-com crash of 2001 and the

more recent challenges enterprises are having with digital transformation.13 Blockchain’s

inevitable slip into the trough doesn’t signal that you should do less with the technology,

however. On the contrary, you will want to do more with it now. Despite changes in attitude

about blockchain, its technologies are maturing and use cases for the enterprise are beginning

to show impact. It is in this period of evolving maturity that you will more easily find the use

cases and design elements that solve real problems and unlock a technology’s true potential.

After the trough of disillusionment comes the plateau of productivity; after winter, spring.THE

GARTNER BLOCKCHAIN SPECTRUM: MAPPING YOUR FUTUREBlockchain will evolve from



its early application today to realize its full potential to enable a wide range of new digital

transactions. We created the Gartner blockchain spectrum (figure 1-2) to illustrate the

evolutionary path from the late 2000s, when many of blockchain’s enabling technologies

reached mainstream awareness, to the current-day solutions that use only a few elements, to

blockchain’s longer-term potential to enable microtransactions and unlock digital value flows.

The spectrum reflects the experiences of organizations, including hundreds of our clients,

engaged in the real-world development and application of blockchain technologies and design

principles. Using the spectrum as our guiding framework for this book, we reveal how

blockchain will evolve from what it is today to what it will be by 2030. As seen in the figure, we

expect this evolution to unwind in three phases.FIGURE 1-2The Gartner blockchain

spectrumPHASE 1: BLOCKCHAIN-INSPIREDThe first phase of the blockchain spectrum

began to pick up momentum after 2012, when business leaders started exploring the

technology through proofs of concept and pilots. We expect this phase to last through the early

2020s. Blockchain-inspired solutions use only three of the five elements—distribution,

encryption, and immutability. These solutions often aim to reengineer existing manual

processes specific to an individual organization or to an industry. High-profile blockchain-

inspired examples include a solution developed by Alibaba to facilitate tracking and tracing of

food products, including milk products from Australia and New Zealand, and honey and wine

from around the world. The global shipping and logistics company Maersk also launched a

blockchain-inspired solution called TradeLens for managing documentation flows in supply

chains.14There are several reasons why the solutions developed during the blockchain-

inspired phase will focus on only three of the five elements. The explanations boil down to the

maturity of the technology, the enterprises’ readiness to embrace each element, the ease of

implementation of each element (internally and externally), regulatory considerations and the

propensity to deal with a limited set of known, and therefore trusted, participants.As it pertains

to blockchain technology, each of the underlying elements—distribution, encryption,

immutability, tokenization, and decentralization—has a separate set of technologies associated

with it, and each technology has its own maturity path. The technologies also need to interact

in ways that are scalable, reliable, and secure. Despite this challenging work, it is well under

way, and Gartner analysts expect that the major technical challenges of enterprise-scale

blockchain will be resolved by 2025. Meanwhile, the market has hundreds of experiments in

progress but few full implementations. Only 3 percent of the 2,871 chief information officer

(CIO) respondents to Gartner’s 2019 CIO survey say they have a live and operational

blockchain for their business, and an additional 8 percent of respondents are in short-term

planning or pilot execution. Few to none of these implementations use all five elements of

blockchain.15The challenge is not just technical. There are also organizational challenges. To

benefit from blockchain solutions that go beyond the efficiency and process improvement focus

in the blockchain-inspired phase, organizations must embrace decentralization, the most

difficult of the five elements. Decentralization means that every full node in a blockchain

network gets an equal vote on whether a participant and a transaction are valid, and every

node has access to and full viewing rights over the ledger. Many business leaders are as

troubled by the notion of full transparency (albeit in an encrypted form) as they are by letting

lines of code execute business decisions, especially if such execution is outside their full

control. Technology infrastructure providers and market intermediaries stoke those fears.

These actors make money on centralized technology and processes and have a vested

interest in having you continue using their methods.Blockchain’s technological immaturity,

coupled with the conservatism inside many organizations, combine to create the current



market for blockchain-inspired solutions in centralized environments. You can identify these

solutions by the words closed, private, permissioned, enterprise, and proprietary. Some of the

solutions also incorporate tokens, but in a limited way. By definition, blockchain-inspired

systems are centralized and hence cannot allow unmediated trade in data and other forms of

assets.16PHASE 2: BLOCKCHAIN-COMPLETEBlockchain-complete solutions deliver the full

value proposition of blockchain. The big upgrade from blockchain-inspired solutions comes

from tokens operating in a decentralized environment using smart contracts.b Tokenization

allows you to create new assets and represent illiquid assets in a form that can be

autonomously traded. Decentralization uses consensus to authenticate potentially untrusted

users, assets, and transactions and ensures that no central provider can own or control the

underlying mechanisms of trade in these assets. Deployed with all five elements of distribution,

encryption, immutability, tokenization, and decentralization, blockchain-complete solutions

enable trade in new forms of value and unlock monopolies on existing forms.Few mainstream

enterprises or governments that we know of are building blockchain-complete solutions yet.

Many startups are doing so, however, and some of them will gain market momentum by the

early 2020s, with more scale apparent after 2025. Though not immediate, the proliferation of

blockchain-complete solutions will push organizations to explore new ways of operating with

greater degrees of decentralization than they have now.PHASE 3: ENHANCED

BLOCKCHAINSometime after 2025, complementary technologies such as IoT, artificial

intelligence (AI), and decentralized self-sovereign identity (SSI) solutions will converge and

become more integrated with blockchain networks.c The resulting enhanced blockchain

solutions will expand the types of value that can be tokenized and exchanged and will enable a

greater number of smaller transactions to occur and be supported by smart contracts than

would be possible with traditional mechanisms. Enhanced blockchain will eventually allow

microtransactions to take place between mutiple autonomous computerized objects without

human intervention. From these capabilities, new markets will emerge to monetize previously

unmonetizable or illiquid assets such as intellectual property (IP), data, physical objects, and

other high-volume or high-value assets.Decentralized, self-sovereign identity solutions will

bring particular benefit to enhanced blockchain networks. These technologies allow

participants to secure their personal data in a digital wallet or another storage mechanism and

share it according to rules set up for this purpose. (The participants will also be able to

selectively share data on blockchain-complete solutions by consenting to the tokenization of

personal data they want to share with third parties.) When combined with AI, SSI dynamically

enforces the rules established by the data owner and automatically requires the owner’s

consent before data can be shared or used. After they agree to share their data, the

participants can also trace and document who saw it and who used it. This transparency

enables broader monetizing of, and accountability for, the use of personal data while also

ensuring privacy.As new forms of value come online with enhanced blockchain solutions,

businesses will likewise innovate new business models using decentralized operational

structures. Organizations will be technically able to delegate economic decision making to

“things,” which would act autonomously and according to the terms defined in a smart contract

that runs on the blockchain. These enhanced things could remove humans from the

transaction and eventually move blockchain networks toward completely autonomous

transactions and ultimately the establishment of decentralized autonomous organizations

(DAO).dThe Gartner blockchain spectrum articulates how blockchain adoption will evolve over

time to include decentralization as a design element. This evolution will create a new path to

digitalize your industry and organization.THE PROGRAMMABLE SOCIETYAs blockchain—



and business—evolves, what is at stake is no less than your ability to participate in a fair and

accessible digitally-enabled world economy and society. In such an environment, a diverse

range of businesses, individuals, and things interact, operate, earn profits, and create value on

their own terms. This world is not a foregone conclusion.Figure 1-3 illustrates the directional

options in today’s increasingly tech-enabled world. The y-axis represents the environment of

evolving digital capability, from web enablement to full programmability. Fully programmable

implies that smart things or autonomous agents have attained legal authority to make

independent decisions to produce or consume assets. To illustrate with a simple example, a

sensor in a programmable building could decide on the amount of energy a room needs for the

lighting system and then could “buy” the necessary energy from the sensors managing the

micro-wind turbines installed on a neighbor’s roof. In a fully programmable environment, these

value exchanges can take place with or without human involvement. The y-axis is blockchain

independent. Business and society will become more programmable with or without blockchain

technology as IoT, AI, and advanced computing paradigms such as edge and quantum

become more dominant.eFIGURE 1-3Planning for digital capability and level of

decentralizationThe x-axis represents the continuum from full centralization of the governance

structure to full decentralization. The idea of a continuum is critical, since decentralization is

itself a dynamic condition—even in blockchain. Some industries and corresponding businesses

are highly centralized today as a function of their structure. Others are naturally more

fragmented. Even given that variation, any significant movement along the x-axis is blockchain

dependent, since organizations that want to digitally transform and operate under

decentralized governance need blockchain or some other form of digital ledger technology to

allow all economic participants, including autonomous things, to transact with each other and

earn due economic returns. Only decentralization enabled by blockchain makes transactions

without an intermediary possible in a networked environment.Thus, while the figure depicts

four quadrants, the inevitable increase in programmability realistically limits an organization’s

directional options to two: organizations will either move north to become more digital under

centralized governance, or they will move northeast to become more digital under

decentralized governance.The prevailing emphasis for the past two decades has been to drive

toward “digital transformation.” In terms of figure 1-3, the progression has moved organizations

north from the lower left corner—where most business in most industries operate as relatively

centralized and mostly analog—over the line into the upper left quadrant. While some legacy

businesses have realized positive results from this approach, far more organizations struggle

to realize value through the digital transformation of their current models.17 Legacy

infrastructure, investments, processes, partners, organizational cultures, profit models, and

other aspects of these businesses are a source of competitive advantage, but are also

extremely difficult to adjust without risking critical relationships and current sources of income.

Because digital native platforms do not have these limitations, they can grab territory in the

north-west quadrant (digitally sophisticated, centralized business), and, with that position, draw

in customers. A diverse and relevant product set, an intuitive user interface, uncomplicated

payments, and convenient delivery cultivate customer loyalty, enabling further centralization.

Nondigital native platforms vying for the same customers and using the same techniques lack

the proficiency the native platforms enjoy.Organizations that choose to move north will thus see

increased programmability and will continue along the same trajectory they have followed for

the past two decades under the control of a few large, digitally capable businesses (and

government agencies) using the increasingly centralized infrastructure we rely on today.

Allowing digitalization to progress in this way results in an outsized share of value accruing to a



few powerful organizations—including large digital platforms, banks, insurers,

telecommunications companies, logistics giants, and central governments. These organizations

would have unlimited control over the data and value produced in a programmable world,

allowing them to dictate the terms of how other businesses access markets and technology

and how they benefit. Absolute control would enable these programmable entities to become

even more centralized over time.Alternatively, organizations can choose a north-east trajectory

to become more digital and more decentralized. A few companies have already decided to

tackle the northeast quadrant to compete in their markets with relatively decentralized, digitally

enabled business models. We say “relatively” because the multifaceted nature of business also

means that a company can be quite centralized in some ways but decentralized in others.

Some examples of companies embracing decentralization in aspects of their business or

operating models include car-sharing providers like Zipcar, which enables decentralized car

ownership, and LO3 Energy, which uses blockchain to support personal energy generation and

exchange without the involvement of a centralized utility. Apparel brands such as Betabrand

and Everybody World have open-source and crowdfunded product development models. And

crowdfunding from the likes of Kickstarter, Indiegogo, and Ulule provides decentralized

financing for independent ventures.18 These examples and dozens of others show how

decentralization of certain operational functions can deliver value. The companies themselves

may be small, but they are among the fastest-growing firms in their respective sectors.These

are the available paths as the world becomes more programmable: move north and compete

directly with digital native platforms and other central actors; move northeast, and you open the

potential to step around the digital native platforms and other centralizing forces and set new

terms of engagement. Along this northeast path lies, first, blockchain-complete solutions

designed with the five defining elements and, later, enhanced blockchain solutions built on

networks that include “things” as participants and use AI in the design protocols.fMOVING

ALONG THE DECENTRALIZATION CONTINUUMThe very notion of the consensus-driven

decision making that is inherent in the design of blockchain-complete and enhanced

blockchain solutions is antithetical to most organizations and business leaders. You and other

leaders might be tempted to simply focus your energy on the blockchain-inspired phase, hence

limiting your movement to the lower edge of the northeast quadrant of figure 1-3 and ignoring

the later phases of the spectrum.Yet we encourage you to keep the long view in mind as you

experiment with blockchain-inspired solutions. We positioned movement along the

decentralization continuum as a choice you face in an increasingly programmable world and

society, but we don’t believe each of the available options is equally appealing. Millions if not

billions of internet nodes and networked objects have spent the last two decades capturing

communications; recording conversations; and keeping track of movements and transactions,

relationships, objects used, and objects under consideration for billions of networked humans

and organizations around the globe. Increasingly, the companies and governments that control

this data are not just collecting but are also interpreting it, communicating it back, nudging

people, and influencing behaviors.This is reality—our reality. A handful of organizations

worldwide hold vast reams of customer and company data. We handed it to them in exchange

for added convenience and cool new gadgets. They don’t need to have nefarious goals à la Big

Brother for centralization of those resources to have unappealing economic and societal

consequences.Our economy and society are not going to become less digital and

programmable in the coming years. On the contrary, they are on a clear path toward continued

adoption of AI and ongoing expansion of IoT to the point that nearly every asset, environment,

process, and interaction will be fully programmable within just a few decades, just as Alan



Turing described more than fifty years ago. You now need to decide what kind of a

programmable society you want to live in. Do you want one in which interactions, transactions,

and the data related to them are controlled by a small group? Or do you want a society with

widespread access, privacy, engagement, and value exchange?The latter society requires an

embrace of blockchain with eventual adoption of all five elements. To build such a society, you

and other business leaders must actively collaborate to reconceive your enterprises as

dynamic and increasingly autonomous participants in a larger network. The benefits will accrue

to you, your organization, the economy, the business community, and society as your ways of

exchanging value align with the increasingly intelligent and things-driven environment in which

we live.YOUR REAL BUSINESS LENSWHAT DID YOU LEARN?Blockchain is a computerized

way to allow two or more participants in a network to exchange assets without needing a third-

party intermediary, which would take a share of the value. Blockchain as we define it includes

five core elements: distribution, encryption, immutability, tokenization, and decentralization.

Together, these elements create a trusted environment in which to create and share value.

These elements are not equal in terms of how easy they are to implement. Decentralization is

the most challenging, as it also requires a business-level embrace of some degree of

decentralized governance.WHAT SHOULD YOU DO ABOUT IT?As a leader, you should

develop a vision of how increased decentralization could benefit your business. The timelines

are short, as blockchain-complete solutions with all five elements will begin to gain market

traction around 2023. Only slightly further out lies a future business and societal environment

that includes IoT and AI, in which autonomous and intelligent things own assets and trade

value. You need to know how you can prepare to interact through IoT and AI without needing a

central actor to mediate the interaction for you.WHAT’S NEXT?The evolution of blockchain

cannot be ignored. Dozens of case study interviews and thousands of client inquiries at

Gartner over the last few years reveal that countries, industries, governments, enterprises, and

consumers are taking steps to understand its use and application. The impact of the

technology will be significant. You have to decide what, where, and how you will participate.

Let’s begin by delving deeper into the current blockchain-inspired phase of the spectrum.PART

ONEBLOCKCHAIN-INSPIRED SOLUTIONSCHAPTER 2SEEKING VALUEBlockchain-inspired

solutions include three of the five design elements of blockchain: distribution, immutability, and

encryption. Organizations are using these solutions to improve record keeping and

transparency and to modernize cumbersome or manual processes, including those that cross

enterprise boundaries. Through 2023, the majority of solutions inside established organizations

and called “blockchain” will be blockchain-inspired and developed for one of these

purposes.Applied in the right context, blockchain-inspired solutions could, for example, improve

efficiency; reduce back-office costs; speed up confirmation, settlement, and traceability; and

improve data quality and management.1 An example of a high-potential solution that fits these

criteria is currently in development at the Australian Stock Exchange (ASX) to replace its

twenty-five-year-old Clearing House Electronic Subregister System (CHESS), a computer

system that records shareholdings, manages share transactions, and facilitates the exchange

of title or ownership when people sell financial products for money. Today, CHESS handles as

many as two million trades per day.2 The system is a true workhorse, but twenty-five years is a

long time in the world of technology. Dan Chesterman, CIO of ASX, explained that he

concluded in 2015 that the exchange had reached the natural limit of what it could do to

improve CHESS’s capability and efficiency.3Sticking with the status quo was not an option,

given the opportunities and challenges pressing on the ASX. CHESS runs a proprietary

messaging protocol, which makes it difficult for the ASX to attract listings from the AsiaPac and



the Middle East. The Australian government also opened competition in clearing and

settlement of equity trades.4 ASX does not have a credible competitor in Australia, but

technological advancement could change that. For those reasons, the organization will need a

new system to maintain its status in Australia and be a viable global partner beyond the

continent. In 2016, ASX presented its roadmap to replace CHESS with a “distributed ledger

technology” (DLT) solution—in other words, CHESS as a permissioned blockchain.5 However,

the roadmap also stipulated that ASX will build an ISO20022 messaging option for ecosystem

participants that don’t want to use the DLT capability. With this announcement, ASX

established itself as one of the first national securities exchanges hoping to use blockchain

technology for its mission-critical financial settlement systems.The ASX and others developing

blockchain-inspired solutions see benefit in using this new technology, even without tokens or

decentralization as part of the design. Starting with equities, the ASX plans on incorporating

other securities asset classes and new products. Eventually, this vision could be a building

block in revolutionizing the Australian markets and others. There are risks, however. We clarify

those benefits and risks for you in this chapter and give you tools to evaluate the solutions you

see in your market.To be clear, we firmly believe that blockchain-inspired solutions do not

deliver on the full promise we see for the real business of blockchain. Still, these solutions are

not without value. For the right application in the right context, they could enable improvements

in document management, traceability, and fraud prevention and create other efficiencies.

Using a taxonomy of blockchain-inspired archetypes, we discuss ways to distinguish the high-

benefit solutions from those with low benefit. But before we describe the archetypes, let’s revisit

the matter of centralization in blockchain-inspired solutions and how it affects the four business

currencies (data, access, contracts, and technology) that form the core of the blockchain-

inspired benefit-risk calculation.BUSINESS CURRENCIES WITH BLOCKCHAIN-INSPIRED

SOLUTIONSTo recap, the four business currencies are major sources of value and competitive

advantage in digital, not just blockchain, environments. In the simplest interactions, users “pay”

for free access to software or a digital solution with the details they reveal about their interests

and habits; the digital platforms in turn use this data to attract advertisers, develop new

products and features, and increasingly steer customers to take certain actions. The lack of an

explicit and multilateral contract between the user and the digital platform provider means there

is no limit to how much data the provider can collect or how often it uses the data and in what

situations.All centralized digital platforms exert control over the data that runs through them.

This means that blockchain-inspired solutions exert centralized control over data just as digital

platform do. Furthermore, because blockchain-inspired solutions are not designed to be

decentralized, they instead operate with some level of central coordination and governance of

the network. Centralization is achieved by including aspects of database management

mechanisms as part of the information architecture; the database mechanisms determine

which entity acts as a transaction authenticator and validator and therefore decides what gets

written to the ledger. Although, as we explained earlier, a blockchain is not a database and

lacks a central authority, blockchain-inspired strategies blur those distinctions. Some would

argue that a “centralized blockchain” is a contradiction in terms and that a blockchain that

includes a database is not a blockchain at all. Ignoring these semantic arguments, we call

these solutions that exploit database technology blockchain-inspired.6Most important, a

centralized solution has a single authority and does not use a decentralized consensus

algorithm to validate the identity of participants and authenticate the transactions. Also, a

centralized architecture with a single authority creates a single point of failure for the network.

Put simply, all the promises you hear about blockchain as more secure and reliable than



traditional data architectures are not true if the design is centralized. Security is not the only

consideration, either. Without tokenization and decentralized consensus, a blockchain-inspired

solution cannot enable participants who do not know each other to exchange value without a

third party validating the exchange.Ownership over a blockchain solution becomes a major

issue with solutions under central control. With decentralized blockchains like Bitcoin, there is

no owner and access is open to anyone (pseudonymously) who wants to participate and has

the infrastructure to do so. Blockchain-inspired solutions, in contrast, usually have one owner or

a limited group of owners, and membership is restricted to the parties invited by the owner to

participate. For that reason, blockchain-inspired solutions are also referred to as closed, private

or permissioned blockchain networks.These dynamics of technological and business control

have a direct impact on the competitive opportunities and threats a given solution can enable.

Figure 2-1 reprises figure 1-3, which mapped the degree of digitalization or programmability

and the degree of decentralization operating in the business environment. In figure 2-1,

blockchain-inspired solutions are represented by the shaded area, with clear boundaries based

on the degree of centralized control.FIGURE 2-1The blockchain-inspired benefit zoneThis

figure offers a strategic view of what centralization means for a blockchain. Any given

blockchain-inspired solution will capture a smaller band of territory in relation to the degrees of

digitalization and decentralization. Some blockchain solutions, such as ASX and its CHESS

replacement, provide a highly controlled and centrally operated and governed solution to a

market problem. The rationale for this choice is sound. As Chesterman explained during an on-

stage conversation at Gartner IT Symposium/Xpo October 2018 in Australia, “We aren’t solving

a trust problem. People do inherently trust the ASX to be the source of truth for the data that is

in CHESS. We’re solving a data synchronicity problem.”Other solutions that are similarly led by

one company or a small group of companies may aim to exert control over others in the value

chain. Eventually some solutions hope to evolve toward decentralized collaboration over time.

The distinction can often be seen in how a solution trades in the four business currencies. Let’s

examine each currency, with an eye on how it operates in the blockchain-inspired phase of the

spectrum.DATAData is an important currency at all stages of the blockchain spectrum, but it is

most vulnerable during the blockchain-inspired phase.7 This vulnerability is especially apparent

with blockchain-inspired solutions designed to facilitate interorganizational interactions in a

value chain. If your organization participates in one of these blockchains, and the governance

of that blockchain allows a single actor or subgroup to access or control all the data that flows

through it, then you may be exposing your business information without receiving

commensurate insight or value in return.To demonstrate what we mean, we’ll use the example

of the blockchain collaboration TradeLens. Launched in August 2018 by shipping giant Maersk

and global technology firm IBM, TradeLens is a blockchain-inspired logistics solution designed

to streamline information sharing in the supply-chain industry.8 Daniel Wilson, director of

business development in Maersk for the TradeLens collaboration, told us that the solution

came out of a larger exploration of digital solutions for the logistics industry. “There is a dire

need in our industry for digital transformation, such that all participants have reliable and

predictable information flows. We saw that a blockchain platform would go at least some way to

remedying those pain points.”For context, more than five thousand container ships sail the

earth’s oceans, and some of these vessels carry as many as twenty thousand containers of

worldly goods.9 The shipping industry needs air-tight records to manage those volumes, but

much of this record keeping is still paper based. If the documentation is incomplete, is written

in the wrong language, or is lost, goods can be held up, creating additional costs.TradeLens

aims to digitalize the process by capturing the necessary shipping information on a blockchain-



inspired platform that allows the actors involved in a transaction to access the record when

they need it. The TradeLens network had over one hundred global logistics sector participants

at its August 2018 launch, and by October 2018, the platform had managed 154 million

shipping events, with daily volumes reaching 1 million. Maersk reports that the network of

onboarded TradeLens participants represent 20 percent of the addressable global shipping

market, and promoters highlight the potential of blockchain to cut the time spent on shipment

administration by 40 percent.10The promise is there. Yet the centralized approach gives some

industry actors pause. Executives from German transportation company Hapag-Lloyd, for

instance, have publicly expressed their resistance to participating on a platform owned and

controlled by a competitor. “Technically the solution could be a good platform,” CEO Rolf

Habben Jansen said, “but it will require a governance that makes it an industry platform and

not just a platform for Maersk and IBM. And this is the weakness we’re currently seeing in

many of these initiatives, as each individual project claims to offer an industry platform that

they themselves control. This is self-contradictory, without a joint solution, we’re going to waste

a lot of money, and that would benefit no one.”11When we asked Wilson about the issue of

governance, he said, “The perspective of many in the industry is that having a platform that

facilitates standards for information sharing would be an unalloyed good, but they have

concerns about the governance model. And we’ve changed the governance in the last twelve

months to reflect that industry feedback. We are listening to the market. We haven’t heard

anything negative in a material sense about the technical approach.”On the technology, Wilson

added, “We are working through various forums for the discussion of standards. We are using

open-source technology; all the data structures are open. Someone else could take the same

technology and build their own platform, but why would they do that? The value is having all

the information in one place, having a one-stop shop.”Meanwhile, a rival shipping industry

blockchain-inspired solution has been announced. The Global Shipping Business Network has

nine shipping industry signatories, including COSCO and the Shanghai International Port. The

network has declared its intent to develop a blockchain solution, though what the solution will

look like in practice is not yet clear.12The data access and commercial concerns expressed by

Hapag-Lloyd come up with any solution built with centralized technology governance and

central ownership. The concerns are exacerbated for information-intensive solutions. When

blockchain-inspired solutions allow a single large company with superior AI analytical capability

to view and access the data and influence the flows from every party in the system, the

benefits could accrue disproportionately to that actor, with the disparities multiplying over time.

The lack of tokens in blockchain-inspired solutions reinforces the centralization of power, since

there is no mechanism to allow participants to control their information, provide consent, or

trade it as an asset.Thus, when we say data is a currency, we mean that the form, ownership,

and governance structure of blockchain-inspired solutions can give participants more or less

control over the data they input. Know what and how you’re “paying” before you sign on to such

solutions.ACCESSThe business that owns a blockchain-inspired solution controls access to a

process or a portion of the market. Businesses that want to participate pay for that access

explicitly through fees or a subscription, but they also pay implicitly by locking themselves into

the solution or exposing their competitive information.In contrast, the concept of permissioned

access doesn’t exist in blockchain-complete solutions. Any participant or node can join a

blockchain peer-to-peer network. The blockchain design in fact favors participation because

decentralized consensus-based decision making gets stronger and more trustworthy when

more nodes are involved. Access and participation define the ethos, grounded in the idea that

transparency drives adherence to the rules. The concept is similar to eBay’s early use of



member reviews to allow people to call out bidders or sellers who didn’t honor the terms of an

auction. Make it open, transparent, and accountable, and everyone will play nice.The

theoretical benefits of open access are clear, but the reality is more complicated. Open access

is a challenging concept for many leaders used to seeing boundaries inside and beyond their

organization. For them, a blockchain-inspired solution, with its permissioned access, defined

interactions, and known actors, is more familiar and comfortable and can be applied today

within their organization.Yet there is risk in these familiar waters. Taken to an extreme,

blockchain-inspired solutions trade on scarcity rather than availability. Solution creators make

these forms of blockchain useful so that “customers” and “partners” see short-term benefits.

But this “value” could be coerced in the right circumstances. For instance, a major customer or

channel partner could make participation in its centrally controlled blockchain a condition of

ongoing partnership. In these situations, access to the blockchain solution will be synonymous

with access to the market. If you refuse, you lose the ability to connect with your end

customer.CONTRACTSContracts specify the terms and conditions of doing business. In

blockchain, those terms are captured in the technology of the blockchain itself, either as a

smart contract—lines of code that capture and execute the business rules and agreements of a

blockchain—or in the underlying technology stack.a The rules allow the blockchain to execute

transactions without human intervention.But who defines these rules, and who decides on

modifications to them? If one actor defines the rules and owns the blockchain, then there is

reason to be wary. In contrast, if decisions are community based and the smart contracts and

their maintenance are transparent, they could serve as equalizing forces that keep the rules

and their consequences visible. You therefore need to understand the source of the smart

contracts, who is in charge of the maintenance of the related code, and who bears the liability

in the event of an error. Smart contracts and the rules they execute should never be regarded

as a technical issue. It’s a business issue, as control of the contract gives control over the value

produced and exchanged by the blockchain.TECHNOLOGYThere’s a battle under way in the

technology sector to define the dominant systems used to build blockchain solutions. The

stakes are as high as those of the past, the combatants both familiar (IBM, Oracle, Intel, SAP,

Microsoft, Samsung SDS, etc.) and new (Ethereum, R3, Quorum, NEO, Digital Asset, Fisco,

and over a hundred other potential platforms). The familiar competitors stake their authority on

worn positions: trusted source versus open source, stability versus flexibility, and so on.

Vendors are going hard after enterprise blockchain budgets. Some have designed specific

solutions to common industry issues. Others claim that they can build anything.Many of the

solutions that are already live are transitional; their primary purpose has been to fulfill an

immediate need or opportunity. They should be viewed as learning platforms, not as long-term

solutions, since blockchain technology is continuously evolving and maturing. The ongoing

maturation of blockchain technology is important, particularly with blockchain-inspired

solutions, since solutions built with centralized governance cannot be easily (if at all)

decentralized later. The technology designed for a centralized architecture cannot be used for

decentralization, and vendors have no incentive to enable it, especially if the blockchain uses

their system and technology stack. Open solutions built from the outset to handle some degree

of decentralization will allow you to upgrade faster and evolve in that direction over

time.BLOCKCHAIN-INSPIRED ARCHETYPESThe four business currencies offer a lens for

evaluating the hundreds of blockchain-inspired solutions in development right now. How does a

solution handle data? Who gets access? Who defines the contracts? Who develops the

technology? Answers to these questions clarify the balance of benefits and risks in blockchain

solutions on offer from trading partners or vendors. Having these answers could also help you



decide in advance what qualities you want in the solutions you build or buy.You’ll be asking

these questions often, given the explosion in blockchain activity we see in the market. The

hundreds of blockchain-inspired proofs of concept, pilots, and implementations under way vary

in how they deal with the four currencies. In light of those differences, we have identified five

blockchain-inspired archetypes (figure 2-2). Some of them keep open the possibility of evolving

to a decentralized, tokenized model over time; they can migrate from blockchain-inspired to

blockchain-complete if design principles permit. Other archetypes reinforce centralized

operational approaches that are incompatible with blockchain-complete solutions. You incur

risk in adopting any new technology, but you will benefit from taking a first step. To help you

decide how, we present a closer view of the five archetypes.
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The journey, from where we are today to David’s and Christophe’s projections of the blockchain

pathway for businesses and organizations, was easily understood. Rather than bogging the

reader down with a lot of research and technical hyperbole, this book delivered from one

chapter to the next and from beginning to end.New terms have already entered my lexicon.

Just today I was speaking with a business leader about one firm that has introduced our

industry to blockchain (kudos to Mitchell International). I was able to lead him through a robust

discussion of the legacy companies in our industry and how difficult it will be for them to

transition from centralized control to decentralization. What would be the pathways from

blockchain-inspired solutions to blockchain-complete through to enhanced blockchain entities?

Very importantly, in a cited survey of 2,871 CIOs about blockchain, only 11% had something

operational, were immediately planning to launch something or were preparing for a pilot

launch.Lastly, this is not a book just for CIOs. Rather it is for anyone in a strategic role leading

an organization. How can you strategically plan for the future if you don’t understand the

business currencies of data, access, technology and contracts? Or what about the five

elements of blockchain, distribution, encryption, immutability, tokenization and decentralization?

Business leaders, get this book. Read this book. Then introduce it to your staff, and not just

your IT leaders.”

Eric L. Spence, “Excellent book for business leaders!. This book is a must-have not only for

those who are running a business that may be thinking about incorporating blockchain but also

for anyone who would like to get a better grasp of the future development of this technology. I

filled up a notebook with notes and highlights based on this book.”

Robert Morris, “Here's a reliable roadmap for tracking profitable use of a world-changing

technology. David Furlonger and Christophe Uzureau note that business leaders today must

find the answers to uniquely difficult questions such as these: What role can [begin italics] and

should [end italics] blockchain play in their organization in months and years to come? Which

changes in their operations will adopting blockchain require? How to obtain wide and deep buy-

in of change initiatives?Furlonger and Uzureau wsrote this book in order to provide information,

insights, and counsel that leaders -- at all levels and in all areas -- need to understand as to

where and how blockchain could accelerate digital transformation, interact with other

technologies, and affect organizational and societal constructs.In The Age of Surveillance

Capitalism, Shoshana Zuboff attacks Google, Facebook, Microsoft and others for extracting our

personal data and turning it to profitable ends, preying on behavioral weaknesses. This was

certainly not what Tim Berners-Lee had in mind when sharing his concept of a worldwide web

in 1993.Furlonger and Uzureau express their concern: "Market actors with vested interests in

maintaining centralized governance models are already pushing blockchain-inspired models as

the market status quo. If their efforts succeed and prevent the evolution toward blockchain-

complete solutions, you will miss a critical inflection point in the evolution of digital

business."Why? Millions of economic agents would then be controlled by a central

intermediary, "one that converts data into predictive analytics "that will benefit only a small

percentage of the population."These are the five core elements of blockchain architecture on

which Furlonger and Uzureau focus: Distribution, Encryption, Immutability, Tokenization, and

Decentralization. Here are some of the passages of greatest interest and value to me:o Tokens

and tokenization (Pages 4-6, 13-14, and 75-97)o Enhanced blockchain (14-16)o Centralization

and blockchain (27-34)o Consortia (47-71)o Gaming industry (86-89 ND 95-96)o

Decentralization (99-122)o Value of devaluation (108-120)o Financial Innovation Through



Blockchain-Complete Solutions (129-138)o Artificial intelligence/Internet of Things (145-168)o

Artificial intelligence and blockchain in decentralized society (146-155)o Leadership in

decentralized society (169-171, 174-175, and 177-186)o DOAs (179-186)o Recruitment/

empowerment of employees (181-185)o Blockcbain society (191-213)o Identity in blockchain

society (200-204)I agree with David Furlonger and Christophe Uzurea's concluding

observation that leaders who believe in what blockchain can help to accomplish "cannot wait

five, ten, or fifteen years to see how the blockchain evolves. They need to define and execute

now on their vision of a programming future with decentralized access, influence, and value, for

the benefit of all."Those who share my high regard for this book are urged to check out another

recently published book, Blockchain: The Insights You Need from Harvard Business Review.”

Chris J Snook, “A Pragmatic Framework by Gartner's Distinguished Fellows-A Must Read!.

Dozens if not hundreds of books have been and will be written about blockchain,

cryptocurrency, and related innovation, but most of them water-down the value potential of

blockchain or place over-hyped expectations as to the timeline for mass-adoption and

proliferation. This book nails the center of what's been missing in the literature with a pragmatic

(and well researched) framework "The Gartner Blockchain Spectrum" as well as constructive

feedback loops to monitor over the next decade to 15 years to empower enterprise leaders and

stakeholders who have to make the critical investment and business model decisions around

how they will restructure their data flows, operational efficiencies, and cybersecurity systems to

survive and thrive in the next phase of our global "token"-centric economy.Kudos to Gartner

Analysts and Distinguished fellows David Furlonger and Christophe Uzureau and the editorial

team at HBR Press for making this book an easy and enjoyable read with a sensible narrative

that can be consumed and revisited in parts or in one-weekend evening binge. This book and

the Gartner framework fills a void in space and serves the community of innovators and

forward-thinkers who want to see the true economic potential of this technology realized in the

coming years.This book delivers on the happy medium of being a great starting point for

noobies to the topic, as well as the well-versed business leaders and cryptographers who are

already on the leading edge trying to disrupt the status quo by providing insights and filling

gaps that give the reader a more complete macro context of the forces in their favor and the

headwinds against them.”

Cliente Ebook Tops, “Great non-technical overview on the current and to-be state of blockchain

technology. Great non-technical overview on the current state of blockchain technology and

how it may impact our future, written for business and IT leaders. Fact and research based

build on a broad set of unbiased Gartner market research studies. The book helps to

understand and structure the current developments by providing simple modells / structures

and a whole bunch of examples. It provides a critical acclaim of the as-is and potential future

scenarios. Sound projections of the future of blockchain will be described - covering

blockchain based business modells, potential economic implication and changes in the

competitive landscape but potentially even most important on our society overall till 2025 and

beyond.”

Yannick Hauser, “Description des 5 piliers de la Blockchain. Le livre décrit très bien comment

les 5 piliers de la Blockchain apportent de la valeur aux projets. Quels sont les advantages et

inconvénient des projets Blockchain aujourd'hui et comment cela va évoluer dans le temps. Je

recommande d'avoir auparavant des connaissances de bases de le Blockchain car peu



d'information techniques mais orienté Business.”

The book by David Furlonger has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 58 people have provided feedback.
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